Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is a significant cause of disability. Impairments in physical, cognitive, psychological, and behavioral functioning are common. Neuropsychiatric disorders [1] [2] [3] are also common sequelae of TBI. Posttraumatic psychiatric disorders are associated with poorer longer-term outcome 4 and may hinder rehabilitation. Although not the most prevalent clinical presentation post-TBI, obsessive-compulsive symptoms have been reported after TBI. [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] 16 However, the relationship between TBI and obsessive-compulsive phenomena remains poorly understood. What is currently known about this complex area of neuropsychiatry? Neuroanatomical models of OCD in patients without TBI implicate frontostriatal pathophysiology. 17, 18 The neuropsychology of idiopathic OCD has been extensively researched, with some conflicting results. Nevertheless, cognitive deficits have been reported, including executive and memory problems among others. A recent metaanalysis of neuropsychological studies in adults with OCD reported the magnitude of impairments to be in the medium range for executive functions (ie, planning, response inhibition, cognitive flexibility), processing speed, and sustained attention, while small effect sizes were reported for visuospatial abilities and working memory.
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Prevalence estimates vary, with up to 14% 20 of individuals with TBI reporting new-onset OCD. However, it is likely that factors such as sampling biases, the use of different instruments (eg, self-report versus structured clinical interview) to assess OCD symptomatology, and underreporting of symptoms may account for relatively large discrepancies in prevalence rates. Generally, the clinical features of post-TBI OCD are thought to be similar to those observed in idiopathic OCD. 13 Furthermore, these clinical features seem to co-occur in the context of specific cognitive deficits, including impairments on tasks of executive function, memory, and general intellectual ability. However, some research has failed to find support for an overlap of executive deficits in an idiopathic OCD versus TBI-only groups. 15 Nevertheless a commensurate pattern of clinical and neuropsychological features was reported by Berthier et al 11 in a sample of 10 TBI patients who also fulfilled diagnostic criteria for OCD. A few case reports of OCD after TBI also exist, 7, 10, 12 including, for example, the interesting case of a male with contamination concerns and ritualistic behavior (eg, counting, motor compulsions, praying) to alleviate anxiety associated with obsessions. 6 Not much is known about the temporal relationship between TBI and OCD. Obsessions and compulsions have been reported to emerge during the very early post-acute phase 12, 16 (ie, 1 week-2 months post-TBI), as well as up to 2 years post-injury. 10 Cognitive impairments, such as deficits in memory, executive function, attention, and processing speed, are commonly observed in patients with OCD post-TBI, 5, 7, 13 which suggests a possible association between cognitive impairment and OCD secondary to TBI. Conversely, whether the presence of an anxiety disorder, such as OCD, influences specific aspects of cognitive functioning in TBI populations is unknown. Indeed, we know that a number of psychiatric disorders, including OCD, have reasonably well-established cognitive correlates (eg, attentional deficits associated with depression) in the wider population.
Current thinking suggests multiple potential etiologies in the development of post-TBI OCD. These include pre-existing variables (eg, coping style, premorbid personality), type and location of lesion (eg, orbitofrontal region and frontal-subcortical circuits), and psychological response to TBI-related disturbances (eg, cognitive deficits) and subsequent functional impairments. 21 Nevertheless, numerous studies have linked damage to frontal, temporal, and cingulate regions, and the basal ganglia, or both, in patients with OCD secondary to TBI. 8, 9 However, the exact biological basis for OCD post-TBI remains poorly understood. Post-injury psychological response to cognitive disability has also been posited to underpin the development and maintenance of anxiety disorders in this population, with some recent findings supporting this theory. 2, 22 Thus, cognitive deficits observed in participants with post-injury OCD may be due to the effects of general comorbidity on cognition, as opposed to OCD per se. Indeed, studies suggest that comorbidity is the rule rather than exception in TBI populations. reject a diagnosis of OCD post-injury. For example, the fact that cognitive impairment commonly observed early post-injury has the potential to mirror OCD symptoms requires careful consideration. Structured neuropsychological testing may help elucidate whether specific behaviors typically associated with OCD (ie, excessive checking, compulsive and inflexible behavioral patterns) might better represent underlying cognitive impairment (eg, memory, executive deficits) commonly observed following TBI. Moreover, as time since injury elapses and the temporal link between injury and OCD onset becomes more ambiguous, the potential impact of nonbiological factors upon clinical presentation should be considered. For example, environmental changes (eg, change in living situation, disruption to established routines) or an increase in environmental demands (eg, return to employment) may exacerbate post-injury memory difficulties and accompanying anxiety. Such environmental changes may lead to excessive checking, repetitive behaviors, and associated anxiety, potentially being mistaken for new-onset OCD. Indeed, anxiety post-TBI may be a psychological response to cognitive disability (eg, memory difficulties) and the associated impairment in adaptive functioning, and not necessarily indicate the presence of "pure" OCD symptomatology. If OCD-like symptoms (eg, checking) after TBI are considered to actually reflect injury-related cognitive impairment (eg, memory), a diagnosis of "Major or Mild Neurocognitive Disorder due to TBI" should be considered. 23 Despite much research in the area, in reality little is known about OCD secondary to TBI. Accurate prevalence data regarding OCD after TBI are lacking, as is our current understanding regarding key etiological mechanisms involved in the emergence of the disorder. The clinical phenomenology and cognitive functioning of TBI patients who report new-onset OCD are almost identical to idiopathic OCD samples, suggesting a possible association between both conditions, although the nature of this association remains unclear. DSM-V 23 provides helpful guidance on diagnosing OCD in the context of a medical condition, but the potential for overlapping symptomatology between TBI and OCD makes reaching a diagnosis challenging. Ultimately, what is the relevance of what may appear to be an overly meticulous focus on diagnostic issues in a complex, multifactorial area of neuropsychiatric presentation? Accurate diagnostic formulation is the cornerstone of treatment plans. This is of course the case in brain injury rehabilitation also. "OCD after TBI," which in fact represents cognitive impairment, may respond better to cognitive rehabilitation (including memory compensatory strategies), whereas "true OCD" associated with TBI, may require different treatment strategies, including pharmacological and psychological (for example, cognitive behavior therapy and response prevention) approaches.
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